CORRIGENDUM Dated: 23.03.2016 To Pre-bid Minutes of Tender Document no. E-04/Tele-radiology/2016

Kindly refer the Tender Notice, Tender Document, Pre-bid Minutes and all previous Corrigendum.

Following Point to be added in Pre-bid Minutes:-

- The contract validity period is for 5 years (60 Months). The Performance security will be 5% of the total 1 year contract value. The same shall be carried forward for the entire duration of the contract and will be valid for 3 months after conclusion of the contract.

- Bid security (EMD) shall be valid for 6 months.

- **Minimum Assured Volume:**
  - The Minimum assured volume starts from the date of complete implementation of the program or 3 months from the date of signing of the contract, whichever is later. Until such time, payment would be on actual basis. The minimum assured volume is changed to 2000 X-rays per working day.

- **Dashboard:**
  - The selected service providers are required to provide a real time dash board of services being provided with key performance indicators as desired by the state, external quality control with institutions as identified by the state and turnaround time as per.
Choice of Technology:

- The selected bidder is required to provide digitizers /Imaging platforms that are US (FDA) or EU (CE) approved. The state shall continue to provide for only conventional X-ray films. However, if any bidders provides for CR systems, the bidder shall also be required to provide x-ray films compatible with the CR systems as used by the bidder as CR systems are closed systems. The criteria for financial bid evaluation shall remain the same irrespective of the choice of technology made by the bidder(s).

- Rest all points in Pre-bid Minutes are remain same.

Place: - Mumbai.

Dated: - 23.03.2016

Mission Director,
State Health Society Mumbai,
Maharashtra